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Approaches of lenders and borrowers in the speciality finance
space to the COVID-19 pandemic
Lenders in the speciality finance space make available
debt facilities to financial institution borrowers (for example,
SME lenders, mortgage providers and auto financiers) in
order to refinance (in part) loans originated by those
borrowers to their underlying customers. Facilities are
secured over, amongst other assets, the borrowers’ rights
in respect of the loans they make to their underlying
customers. Over recent months, facility documentation
entered into by those lenders and borrowers has come under
intense scrutiny, with market participants having to react to
the unprecedented and changing market pressures arising
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this article, we
explore the considerations for both lenders and borrowers
as they navigate this uncharted territory.

UNDERSTANDING THE MEASURES TAKEN BY
BORROWERS IN RELATION TO THEIR CUSTOMERS AND
REVIEWING EXISTING FINANCE DOCUMENTS BETWEEN
THOSE BORROWERS AND THEIR LENDERS
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Before assessing the commercial aspects of the finance
documents and what may need to be waived and/or amended
to enable the parties to agree a way forward, lenders and borrowers
should be (and, in our experience, have been) in active dialogue
regarding the forbearance measures being offered by borrowers to
their underlying customers. These have included (in some cases,
repeated) payment deferrals/holidays to customers experiencing
financial difficulties as a result of COVID-19 and ensuring that loans
to those customers are not classed as “in arrears” for the purposes
of their credit history. Such measures have typically been driven by
a succession of FCA guidance, consumer credit “treating customers
fairly” approaches or financial institution borrowers proactively
offering financial solutions to their customers, depending on the
context of the sectors in which the borrowers operate. Lenders have
needed to establish precisely how those payment deferrals have
been implemented by the borrowers. For example, has the tenor of
underlying loans been extended by the payment holiday period (eg
three months) or do the deferred payments need to be “caught up”
during the existing term of the debt arrangement (in a bullet payment
or by means of amortising payments)? How has any payment
freeze been put in place? This analysis is often complicated by the
regulatory requirement that each underlying debtor be treated with
regard to its own specific financial situation.
In light of the above, facility documentation has been scrutinised
to assess how any forbearance measures afforded by borrowers to
their underlying customers impacts on the provisions around arrears
and related concepts. By way of example, most arrears metrics are
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run off the length of time after its due date any payment has been
outstanding in relation to the relevant loan. Deferral of payments in
and of itself, while obviously impacting collections, has not typically
seen loans rendered ineligible for funding by lenders on the basis
that the underlying loans should not be considered in arrears at that
point. However, the rescheduling of debt (where the tenor of customer
loans has been varied or extended) under documents entered into
prior to the pandemic often leads to the borrowing limit reducing.
This may result from the advance rate applying to loans which have
been rescheduled reducing or from the rescheduling rendering loans
ineligible. This may trigger a mandatory prepayment to ensure
borrowers remain in compliance with the borrowing base under the
facility agreements with their lenders.
In some cases, borrowers have sought accreditation under the
Government’s Bounce Back, CBILS and/or CLBILS schemes in
order to make loans available to customers under those schemes.
Lenders will need to consider whether, in the first instance, to
consent to that lending (while not, at that point, including such
loans in the borrowing base). It may be that the dialogue extends
to whether amounts lent under those loans can be considered
as eligible lending for the purposes of the existing facility
documentation, in which case:
different advance rates, eligibility criteria, representations and

loan covenants may need to be agreed between lenders and
borrowers;
additional
due diligence may need to be undertaken in relation to

the new scheme-backed loan documentation, including the form
of any government guarantees and any funder representation
letter to be entered into by the lender; and
lenders will also need to consider their recourse to those scheme
backed loans given the terms of government guarantees (which
restrict assignability) and the circumstances in which those
guarantees may fall away.

CONSIDERATIONS BEFORE ANY BREACH OF THE
FACILITY AGREEMENT OCCURS
To the extent any breach will definitely occur in the future (in respect
of a performance covenant, for example), it is usually best for borrowers
to contact their lenders to discuss options prior to that breach
occurring. Before doing so, it is important for borrowers to consider
some key questions.
What is going to cause the breach? Performance of the business,

government or FCA imposed legislation/guidance or simply a
covenant trigger which doesn’t reflect the commercially agreed
position?
How long the breach will last? Does it only require a one-off
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consent/waiver or an actual amendment to the relevant covenant?
How could it be cured (by using the equity cure mechanic if there

is one or otherwise)?
Can
 further financial information (revised and more frequent
forecasts, for example) be provided to the lender group to give
them comfort?
Is there anything they could be doing now which they would be

prevented from doing once the breach does occur? This might
include drawing down on the facility, making payments to other
creditors, running the pre-event of default waterfall or making
use of any intra-interest payment date waterfalls.
Is there anything they are doing (often with a view to managing their

businesses) which might inadvertently cause a separate breach?
Ceasing origination may cause an event of default in itself

(under the cessation of business event of default) or may
indirectly cause one by triggering a mandatory prepayment of
the borrowing base which cannot be made.
Furloughing
staff.

Amending
collections,
provisioning or other policies

(typically restricted under the facility documentation for any
substantive amendments).
Other options include changing servicing arrangements or

otherwise significantly changing its business.

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN A BREACH OF THE FACILITY
DOES OCCUR
Do borrowers have the ability to remedy a breach or can the

breach only be waived? Remedies available without involving the
lender group may include using the equity cure or paying down
other sources of debt to reduce total financial indebtedness to the
extent permitted by the finance documents.
Should
a reservation of rights letter be issued by the lender

group? While the concept of reservation of rights is not new,
its application in these uncertain and ever-changing times is
particularly relevant. A balance will need to be struck between
lenders retaining their ability to revisit terms after a certain
period of time (or following any change to regulation) and the
borrowers having certainty that the newly introduced terms will
not be significantly amended in the future.
Is there a mezzanine facility or other subordinated facility in the

structure and therefore do intercreditor payment stop/standstill
period provisions need to be considered?
Will the monthly waterfall need to switch to the typical

post-event of default waterfall or will the lender group allow the
pre-event of default waterfall to continue?
Are
 shareholders/investor creditors willing to put additional
funds into the businesses and is this linked to their ability to
continue to receive interest (and principal) repayments while the
senior debt is still outstanding?
Will the breach cause a cross default to any other facilities?

Will the lender group be able to transfer their debt without

borrower consent/consultation and are they likely to do so?
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CONSIDERATIONS AS TO HOW TO DOCUMENT NEXT STEPS
Clearly a mutually acceptable waiver is preferable to the enforcement
of security (which can be destructive of value). If the waiver relates
to a financial, performance or concentration covenant, should it be
a one-off waiver, temporary waiver (with or without conditions) or
permanent amendment to the facility? If it is a temporary waiver,
should the waiver take the form of a covenant “holiday” (so no covenant
performance data is required to be provided in the intervening period)
or should such data continue to be provided, notwithstanding the fact
that the breach evidenced by that data is automatically waived?
Waivers rarely travel unaccompanied and are often combined with
any of the following:
advance rate freezes;

changes to the monthly waterfall;

suspension of subordinated debt payments and distributions to

shareholders;
suspension of certain covenants;

standstill periods;

waiver fees;

commitment cancellations;

adjustments to the borrowing base; or

more
regular financial information flow.

Depending on the extent of the changes made to the facility
agreement, it may be worth considering a full amendment and
restatement, in which case the existing security may need to be
retaken (bearing in mind any applicable hardening periods) and
additional collateral may be desirable. Lenders will be concerned
to ensure that amendments are not of a nature that might lead the
lender group to be considered as “shadow directors”. Equally, if the
circumstances causing the breach are sufficiently unknown, it may be
worth the lender group waiting until the situation becomes clearer
before committing to a full amendment and restatement process.
The three-month outlook of much of the initial FCA guidance led,
by necessity, to any amendments/waivers granted by lenders broadly
reflecting that time period, but rarely longer. At the time of writing,
parties are considering how best to react to any extension of the initial
FCA guidance to contemplate further payment holidays. Lenders
will need to consider whether they are willing to continue to fund
against loans made to underlying customers who have not made any
repayments for potentially three months or more, while borrowers
will inevitably focus on the impact that the continuing lack of
collections will have on their businesses.
If a formal insolvency process and/or enforcement of security is
being considered by the lenders, further considerations arise, the detail
of which is beyond the scope of this article. It may be that a guarantee
(corporate or personal) can be called. Where applicable, a standby
servicer may be invoked. If the lender group decides to lock down and
take control of accounts, the account bank may need to be notified.
Finally, where lenders decide to step into the shoes of borrowers and
establish direct contractual contact with underlying customers, they
may need to be authorised/regulated to do so.
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